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despite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomingsdespite its successes,  inflation has many shortcomings

�� inflatoninflatoninflatoninflatoninflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        has not been measured in particle physics experiments        
�� the parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be finethe parameters of inflation need (too) often to be fine--------tunedtunedtunedtunedtunedtunedtunedtuned
�� inflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a modelinflation is still a paradigm in search of a model
�� inflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself genericinflation must prove itself generic

in addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not addressin addition, there are questions that inflation does not address::::::::

�� what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? what preceded inflation? ------------------------ the singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolvedthe singularity is not resolved

�� transtranstranstranstranstranstranstrans--------PlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckian problemproblemproblemproblemproblemproblemproblemproblem
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motivationmotivationmotivationmotivationmotivationmotivationmotivationmotivation

cosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravitycosmological predictions of quantum gravity

the inflationary paradigm provides a causal explanation for the the inflationary paradigm provides a causal explanation for the the inflationary paradigm provides a causal explanation for the the inflationary paradigm provides a causal explanation for the 
primordial fluctuations with the correct features as measured inprimordial fluctuations with the correct features as measured inprimordial fluctuations with the correct features as measured inprimordial fluctuations with the correct features as measured in CMBCMBCMBCMB



to address fundamental issues, we need to address fundamental issues, we need to address fundamental issues, we need to address fundamental issues, we need a theory of quantum gravitya theory of quantum gravitya theory of quantum gravitya theory of quantum gravity

a quantum theory of gravity is expected to: a quantum theory of gravity is expected to: a quantum theory of gravity is expected to: a quantum theory of gravity is expected to: 

� cure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GRcure classical singularities of GR

�� provide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universeprovide information about initial conditions of the universe

either allow for onset of inflation, either allow for onset of inflation, either allow for onset of inflation, either allow for onset of inflation, or provide an alternativeor provide an alternativeor provide an alternativeor provide an alternative

cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:cosmology plays a dual role in quantum gravity, as:

�� a setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universea setting for QG to explain physical features of the universe

�� a testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QGa testing ground for any full theory of  QG



LQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQC: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads: SU(2) holonomies of the connection         & triads h�kp�
�� classical theoryclassical theoryclassical theoryclassical theoryclassical theoryclassical theoryclassical theoryclassical theory
curvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around acurvature can be expressed as a limit of the holonomies around a loop loop loop loop loop loop loop loop 
as the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zeroas the area enclosed by the loop shrinks to zero

�� quantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometryquantum geometry
the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             the loop cannot be continuously shrunk to zero area             
the the the the the the the the eigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalues of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              of the area operator are discrete                              

there is a there is a there is a there is a there is a there is a there is a there is a smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero smallest nonzero eigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalueeigenvalue, the , the , the , the , the , the , the , the area gaparea gaparea gaparea gaparea gaparea gaparea gaparea gap

LQGLQGLQGLQGLQGLQGLQGLQG: : : : : : : : a a a a a a a a nonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbativenonperturbative and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical and background independent canonical 
quantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 spacequantisation of GR in 4 space--------time dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensionstime dimensions

LQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQCLQC: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini: a cosmological mini--------superspacesuperspacesuperspacesuperspacesuperspacesuperspacesuperspacesuperspace model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods model quantised with methods 
of full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theoryof full LQG theory

the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a the WDW equation gets replaced by a difference equationdifference equationdifference equationdifference equationdifference equationdifference equationdifference equationdifference equation whose whose whose whose whose whose whose whose 
step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by step size is controlled by 
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isotropic models:  isotropic models:  isotropic models:  isotropic models:  a(t)a(t)a(t)a(t)

|p�| = a2

triad component conjugate to triad component conjugate to triad component conjugate to triad component conjugate to 
the connection component the connection component the connection component the connection component 
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oldoldoldold quantisationquantisationquantisationquantisation: : : : follow procedure used in full LQGfollow procedure used in full LQGfollow procedure used in full LQGfollow procedure used in full LQG

ei�0c/2 = 〈c|�〉

arbitrary real numberarbitrary real numberarbitrary real numberarbitrary real number

ei�0c/2 , p : classical variables, with well: classical variables, with well: classical variables, with well: classical variables, with well----defined defined defined defined 
operator analoguesoperator analoguesoperator analoguesoperator analogues

the the the the eigenstateseigenstateseigenstateseigenstates of         are the basis vectors           :of         are the basis vectors           :of         are the basis vectors           :of         are the basis vectors           :p� |�〉

ashtekarashtekarashtekarashtekar, , , , bojowaldbojowaldbojowaldbojowald, , , , lewandowskilewandowskilewandowskilewandowski 2003200320032003

the the the the eigenstateseigenstateseigenstateseigenstates of         satisfy of         satisfy of         satisfy of         satisfy 
the the the the orthonormalityorthonormalityorthonormalityorthonormality condition:condition:condition:condition:

p�

〈�1|�2〉 = ��1,�2

p�|�〉 = 6
��h|�||�〉

in the old quantisation, the operator                     acts ain the old quantisation, the operator                     acts ain the old quantisation, the operator                     acts ain the old quantisation, the operator                     acts as a simple s a simple s a simple s a simple 
shift operatorshift operatorshift operatorshift operator

ei�0c/2



V̂ = |̂p|3/2volume operator:volume operator:volume operator:volume operator:

volume of the elementary cell with volume of the elementary cell with volume of the elementary cell with volume of the elementary cell with eigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalues:::: V� =
�
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proportional to the length proportional to the length proportional to the length proportional to the length 
of the of the of the of the holonomyholonomyholonomyholonomy

diagonal in       basisdiagonal in       basisdiagonal in       basisdiagonal in       basis
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Hamiltonian constraintHamiltonian constraintHamiltonian constraintHamiltonian constraint

the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian operator in terms of the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian operator in terms of the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian operator in terms of the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian operator in terms of 
SU(2) holonomies and the triad component:SU(2) holonomies and the triad component:SU(2) holonomies and the triad component:SU(2) holonomies and the triad component:

the the the the holonomyholonomyholonomyholonomy along edge parallel along edge parallel along edge parallel along edge parallel 
to i    basis vector, of length             to i    basis vector, of length             to i    basis vector, of length             to i    basis vector, of length             
w.r.tw.r.tw.r.tw.r.t. . . . fiducialfiducialfiducialfiducial metricmetricmetricmetric

�0V
1/3
0

th

the identity 2x2 matrixthe identity 2x2 matrixthe identity 2x2 matrixthe identity 2x2 matrix

�i = � i�1/2
a basis in the Lie algebra SU(2)a basis in the Lie algebra SU(2)a basis in the Lie algebra SU(2)a basis in the Lie algebra SU(2)

PauliPauliPauliPauli matricesmatricesmatricesmatrices



action of the selfaction of the selfaction of the selfaction of the self----adjointadjointadjointadjoint Hamiltonian constraint operatorHamiltonian constraint operatorHamiltonian constraint operatorHamiltonian constraint operator

H� g = (C�g + C�†g)/2 on the basis states            is:on the basis states            is:on the basis states            is:on the basis states            is:|�〉



dynamics are then determined by the Hamiltonian constraint:dynamics are then determined by the Hamiltonian constraint:dynamics are then determined by the Hamiltonian constraint:dynamics are then determined by the Hamiltonian constraint:

full theory:  infinite number of constraints                    full theory:  infinite number of constraints                    full theory:  infinite number of constraints                    full theory:  infinite number of constraints                    
LQC: only one integrated Hamiltonian constraintLQC: only one integrated Hamiltonian constraintLQC: only one integrated Hamiltonian constraintLQC: only one integrated Hamiltonian constraint

matter is introduced by adding the actions of matter components matter is introduced by adding the actions of matter components matter is introduced by adding the actions of matter components matter is introduced by adding the actions of matter components to to to to 
the gravitational action                                        the gravitational action                                        the gravitational action                                        the gravitational action                                        
(just add the matter contribution to the Hamiltonian constraint)(just add the matter contribution to the Hamiltonian constraint)(just add the matter contribution to the Hamiltonian constraint)(just add the matter contribution to the Hamiltonian constraint)

obtain difference equations analogous to the differential WDW obtain difference equations analogous to the differential WDW obtain difference equations analogous to the differential WDW obtain difference equations analogous to the differential WDW eqseqseqseqs

(H� g +H� �)|Ψ〉 = 0



the constraint equation:the constraint equation:the constraint equation:the constraint equation:

the matter Hamiltonian           is assumed to act diagonally onthe matter Hamiltonian           is assumed to act diagonally onthe matter Hamiltonian           is assumed to act diagonally onthe matter Hamiltonian           is assumed to act diagonally on the basis states the basis states the basis states the basis states 
with with with with eigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalueseigenvalues

H� �H�

quantum evolution equationquantum evolution equationquantum evolution equationquantum evolution equation

there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable there is no continuous variable (the scale factor in classical cosmology)(the scale factor in classical cosmology)(the scale factor in classical cosmology)(the scale factor in classical cosmology), but a , but a , but a , but a , but a , but a , but a , but a 
label with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete stepslabel with discrete steps

the wavethe wavethe wavethe wave----function               depending on internal time      and mattefunction               depending on internal time      and mattefunction               depending on internal time      and mattefunction               depending on internal time      and matter fields        r fields        r fields        r fields        
determines the dependence of matter fields on the evolution of tdetermines the dependence of matter fields on the evolution of tdetermines the dependence of matter fields on the evolution of tdetermines the dependence of matter fields on the evolution of the universe        he universe        he universe        he universe        

Ψ�(�) � �

physical wavephysical wavephysical wavephysical wave----functionsfunctionsfunctionsfunctions

vanderslootvanderslootvanderslootvandersloot 2005200520052005



lattice refinementlattice refinementlattice refinementlattice refinement

oldoldoldold quantisation: quantised holonomies are fixed operators of fixedquantisation: quantised holonomies are fixed operators of fixedquantisation: quantised holonomies are fixed operators of fixedquantisation: quantised holonomies are fixed operators of fixed
magnitude                   instabilities in continuum semimagnitude                   instabilities in continuum semimagnitude                   instabilities in continuum semimagnitude                   instabilities in continuum semi----clssicalclssicalclssicalclssical limitlimitlimitlimit

for a large semifor a large semifor a large semifor a large semi----classical universe, the WDW  waveclassical universe, the WDW  waveclassical universe, the WDW  waveclassical universe, the WDW  wave----function would be function would be function would be function would be 
oscillating on scales of order    oscillating on scales of order    oscillating on scales of order    oscillating on scales of order    

as the universe expands, this scale becomes eventually smaller tas the universe expands, this scale becomes eventually smaller tas the universe expands, this scale becomes eventually smaller tas the universe expands, this scale becomes eventually smaller than the han the han the han the 
discreteness scale of the difference equation of LQCdiscreteness scale of the difference equation of LQCdiscreteness scale of the difference equation of LQCdiscreteness scale of the difference equation of LQC

the discreteness of spatial geometry would becomethe discreteness of spatial geometry would becomethe discreteness of spatial geometry would becomethe discreteness of spatial geometry would become apparent in apparent in apparent in apparent in 
the behaviour of the wavethe behaviour of the wavethe behaviour of the wavethe behaviour of the wave----functions describing a classical universe     functions describing a classical universe     functions describing a classical universe     functions describing a classical universe     

rosenrosenrosenrosen, , , , jungjungjungjung & & & & khannakhannakhannakhanna 2006200620062006

bojowaldbojowaldbojowaldbojowald, , , , cartincartincartincartin & & & & khannakhannakhannakhanna 2007200720072007
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√

)�1



the form of the wavethe form of the wavethe form of the wavethe form of the wave----functions indicates that the period of oscillations functions indicates that the period of oscillations functions indicates that the period of oscillations functions indicates that the period of oscillations 
can decrease as the scale increases          can decrease as the scale increases          can decrease as the scale increases          can decrease as the scale increases          

at sufficiently large scales the assumption that the waveat sufficiently large scales the assumption that the waveat sufficiently large scales the assumption that the waveat sufficiently large scales the assumption that the wave----
functions are functions are functions are functions are prepreprepre----classical classical classical classical breaks downbreaks downbreaks downbreaks down

does not vary much on scales ofdoes not vary much on scales ofdoes not vary much on scales ofdoes not vary much on scales of , so                                   , so                                   , so                                   , so                                   

this would  lead to QG corrections at large scale (classical) phthis would  lead to QG corrections at large scale (classical) phthis would  lead to QG corrections at large scale (classical) phthis would  lead to QG corrections at large scale (classical) physics ysics ysics ysics 

to avoid this, was one of the motivations behind lattice refinemto avoid this, was one of the motivations behind lattice refinemto avoid this, was one of the motivations behind lattice refinemto avoid this, was one of the motivations behind lattice refinementententent

bojowaldbojowaldbojowaldbojowald & & & & hinterleitnerhinterleitnerhinterleitnerhinterleitner 2002200220022002

vanderslootvanderslootvanderslootvandersloot 2005200520052005
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continuouscontinuouscontinuouscontinuousdiscretediscretediscretediscrete



allowing the length scale of the holonomies to vary, the form ofallowing the length scale of the holonomies to vary, the form ofallowing the length scale of the holonomies to vary, the form ofallowing the length scale of the holonomies to vary, the form of the the the the 
difference equation changesdifference equation changesdifference equation changesdifference equation changes

assuming the lattice size is growing, the stepassuming the lattice size is growing, the stepassuming the lattice size is growing, the stepassuming the lattice size is growing, the step----size of the difference size of the difference size of the difference size of the difference 
equation is not constant in the original triad variablesequation is not constant in the original triad variablesequation is not constant in the original triad variablesequation is not constant in the original triad variables

the exact form of difference equation depends on lattice refinemthe exact form of difference equation depends on lattice refinemthe exact form of difference equation depends on lattice refinemthe exact form of difference equation depends on lattice refinement ent ent ent 

particular caseparticular caseparticular caseparticular case::::

ashtekar, pawlowski, singh 2006

the basic operators are given by replacing           with   the basic operators are given by replacing           with   the basic operators are given by replacing           with   the basic operators are given by replacing           with   �0

upon quantisationupon quantisationupon quantisationupon quantisation

which is no longer a shift operator since        is a function owhich is no longer a shift operator since        is a function owhich is no longer a shift operator since        is a function owhich is no longer a shift operator since        is a function of f f f 

��

�� �

�0 → ��(�) = �0��1/2

ei��c/2̂ |�〉 = e�i��d�
d
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change the basis to:change the basis to:change the basis to:change the basis to:

wherewherewherewhere U(�) = |�+ �0| � |�� �0|

in the new variables in the new variables in the new variables in the new variables 
the holonomies act as the holonomies act as the holonomies act as the holonomies act as 
simple shift operators, simple shift operators, simple shift operators, simple shift operators, 
with parameter lengthwith parameter lengthwith parameter lengthwith parameter length �0

vandersloot 2006



expand the general state in the kinematical Hilbert space in expand the general state in the kinematical Hilbert space in expand the general state in the kinematical Hilbert space in expand the general state in the kinematical Hilbert space in 
terms of the basis statesterms of the basis statesterms of the basis statesterms of the basis states

Hamiltonian constraint:Hamiltonian constraint:Hamiltonian constraint:Hamiltonian constraint:

continuum limit of the Hamiltonian constraint icontinuum limit of the Hamiltonian constraint icontinuum limit of the Hamiltonian constraint icontinuum limit of the Hamiltonian constraint in n n n 
terms of terms of terms of terms of 
�� �0

�



classically, the matter classically, the matter classically, the matter classically, the matter 
part of the Hamiltonian part of the Hamiltonian part of the Hamiltonian part of the Hamiltonian 
for a massive scalar fieldfor a massive scalar fieldfor a massive scalar fieldfor a massive scalar field

momentummomentummomentummomentum potentialpotentialpotentialpotential

to quantise it use:to quantise it use:to quantise it use:to quantise it use:

in the continuum limit:in the continuum limit:in the continuum limit:in the continuum limit:

in the large scale limit, the equation to be solved is: in the large scale limit, the equation to be solved is: in the large scale limit, the equation to be solved is: in the large scale limit, the equation to be solved is: 

� = 96/(�h2)

implications for inflationimplications for inflationimplications for inflationimplications for inflation
nelson & sakellariadou PRD (2007) [0706.0179]

p = ��h�/6



Ψ(p, �) = Υ(p)Φ(�)

approximate dynamics of the approximate dynamics of the approximate dynamics of the approximate dynamics of the inflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton field byfield byfield byfield by V(�) = V�p
��3/2

constantconstantconstantconstant slowslowslowslow----rollrollrollroll
� = 3/2

in the large scale limit:in the large scale limit:in the large scale limit:in the large scale limit:

� =
�h2
96

integration constants integration constants integration constants integration constants 

by separation of variables:by separation of variables:by separation of variables:by separation of variables:



the separation between two the separation between two the separation between two the separation between two 
successive zeros of         is: successive zeros of         is: successive zeros of         is: successive zeros of         is: 

∆p �
�V�

√
 p(1�2�)/4

for the continuum limit to be valid the wavefor the continuum limit to be valid the wavefor the continuum limit to be valid the wavefor the continuum limit to be valid the wave----function must vary function must vary function must vary function must vary 
slowly on scales of the order of slowly on scales of the order of slowly on scales of the order of slowly on scales of the order of 4��

so:so:so:so:

Υp

p = ��h�/6

��(�) = �0��1/2

for the end of inflation to be describable using classical GR, ifor the end of inflation to be describable using classical GR, ifor the end of inflation to be describable using classical GR, ifor the end of inflation to be describable using classical GR, it must t must t must t must 
end before a scale, at which the assumption of preend before a scale, at which the assumption of preend before a scale, at which the assumption of preend before a scale, at which the assumption of pre----classicality breaks classicality breaks classicality breaks classicality breaks 
down and the semidown and the semidown and the semidown and the semi----classical description is no longer valid, is reachedclassical description is no longer valid, is reachedclassical description is no longer valid, is reachedclassical description is no longer valid, is reached



� 	 3/2 , �0 = 3 3
√

/2 , � 	 0.24

whereas for fixed lattices:whereas for fixed lattices:whereas for fixed lattices:whereas for fixed lattices:

exampleexampleexampleexample:::: V(�) = m2�2/2

COBECOBECOBECOBE----DMR DMR DMR DMR 
CMB data:CMB data:CMB data:CMB data:

setsetsetset

combining:combining:combining:combining:

for fixed lattices:for fixed lattices:for fixed lattices:for fixed lattices:

for lattice refinement:for lattice refinement:for lattice refinement:for lattice refinement:
strong (finestrong (finestrong (finestrong (fine----tuned) tuned) tuned) tuned) 
constraint on constraint on constraint on constraint on 
inflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton massmassmassmass

if half of inflation if half of inflation if half of inflation if half of inflation 
takes place in takes place in takes place in takes place in 
classical era, thenclassical era, thenclassical era, thenclassical era, then

�2H(k) = 75
2M6
Pl

1
[V′(�)]2
V3(�)

���
�H 	 1.91� 10�5

k=aH

h = 1



lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to lattice refinement is necessary to 
achieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary modelachieve a natural inflationary model



lattice refinement and the matter Hamiltonianlattice refinement and the matter Hamiltonianlattice refinement and the matter Hamiltonianlattice refinement and the matter Hamiltonian

nelson & sakellariadou PRD 76(2007) 104003         

assuming:assuming:assuming:assuming:

thenthenthenthen leads toleads toleads toleads to

WheelerWheelerWheelerWheeler----De Witt constraint equation:De Witt constraint equation:De Witt constraint equation:De Witt constraint equation:

expanding in the                     limit and under the assumptexpanding in the                     limit and under the assumptexpanding in the                     limit and under the assumptexpanding in the                     limit and under the assumption ion ion ion 
of preof preof preof pre----classicality, the quantum constraint classicality, the quantum constraint classicality, the quantum constraint classicality, the quantum constraint eqeqeqeq. becomes:. becomes:. becomes:. becomes:

�� ��0

�� = �0�A

� = ��0
∫
��(�)
d� � =

�0(1�A)
��0�

1�A

(H� g +H� �)|Ψ〉 = 0



to solve the constraint equation we need  the specific form ofto solve the constraint equation we need  the specific form ofto solve the constraint equation we need  the specific form ofto solve the constraint equation we need  the specific form of H�

in the largein the largein the largein the large----scale limit the matter scale limit the matter scale limit the matter scale limit the matter 
Hamiltonian can be approximated with:Hamiltonian can be approximated with:Hamiltonian can be approximated with:Hamiltonian can be approximated with:

constant constant constant constant w.r.tw.r.tw.r.tw.r.t. . . . �

�� 1only valid foronly valid foronly valid foronly valid for

H� = �(�)��largelargelargelarge----scale limit:scale limit:scale limit:scale limit:



requirements for the waverequirements for the waverequirements for the waverequirements for the wave----functions:functions:functions:functions:

� normalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutionsnormalisable solutions

finite norm of physical finite norm of physical finite norm of physical finite norm of physical 
wavewavewavewave----functions is conservedfunctions is conservedfunctions is conservedfunctions is conserved

the solutions of the constraint are normalisable provided the solutions of the constraint are normalisable provided the solutions of the constraint are normalisable provided the solutions of the constraint are normalisable provided 
they decay, on large scales, faster than they decay, on large scales, faster than they decay, on large scales, faster than they decay, on large scales, faster than ��1/(2�)

constraints on the scale dependence of matter component  constraints on the scale dependence of matter component  constraints on the scale dependence of matter component  constraints on the scale dependence of matter component  

� the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument the solutions are valid on large scales, so the large argument 
expansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limitexpansions of Bessel functions should apply in this limit

� the solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve prethe solutions should preserve pre--------classicalityclassicalityclassicalityclassicalityclassicalityclassicalityclassicalityclassicality

constraints on 2constraints on 2constraints on 2constraints on 2----dim parameter spacedim parameter spacedim parameter spacedim parameter space (A, �)



full LQG theory allows only the range full LQG theory allows only the range full LQG theory allows only the range full LQG theory allows only the range 0 < A < � 1/2
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for a varying for a varying for a varying for a varying 
lattice              lattice              lattice              lattice              
it is not always it is not always it is not always it is not always 
possible to treat possible to treat possible to treat possible to treat 
the largethe largethe largethe large----scale scale scale scale 
behaviour of the behaviour of the behaviour of the behaviour of the 
wavewavewavewave----functions functions functions functions 
perturbativelyperturbativelyperturbativelyperturbatively

A�=0



the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian the continuum limit of the Hamiltonian 
constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the constraint equation is sensitive to the 
choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range choice of model and only a limited range 
of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported of matter components can be supported 
within a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choicewithin a particular choice



unique factor ordering in the continuum limit of LQCunique factor ordering in the continuum limit of LQCunique factor ordering in the continuum limit of LQCunique factor ordering in the continuum limit of LQC

Hamiltonian constraint: Hamiltonian constraint: Hamiltonian constraint: Hamiltonian constraint: 

many possible choices of the factor ordering could have been madmany possible choices of the factor ordering could have been madmany possible choices of the factor ordering could have been madmany possible choices of the factor ordering could have been made e e e 

each choice lead each choice lead each choice lead each choice lead stostostosto different factor ordering of continuum WDWdifferent factor ordering of continuum WDWdifferent factor ordering of continuum WDWdifferent factor ordering of continuum WDW

consider only factor ordering of the form of cyclic permutationsconsider only factor ordering of the form of cyclic permutationsconsider only factor ordering of the form of cyclic permutationsconsider only factor ordering of the form of cyclic permutations
of of of of holonomyholonomyholonomyholonomy and volume operators with traceand volume operators with traceand volume operators with traceand volume operators with trace

find the action of different factor ordering choicesfind the action of different factor ordering choicesfind the action of different factor ordering choicesfind the action of different factor ordering choices
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example:example:example:example:

considerconsiderconsiderconsider

extend it, to find action of particular factor ordering on a genextend it, to find action of particular factor ordering on a genextend it, to find action of particular factor ordering on a genextend it, to find action of particular factor ordering on a general eral eral eral 
state in Hilbert space state in Hilbert space state in Hilbert space state in Hilbert space 

� =
�0(1�A)
k�1�A

� = k
∫
��(�)
d�

�� = �0�A



take continuum limit by expanding                              atake continuum limit by expanding                              atake continuum limit by expanding                              atake continuum limit by expanding                              as Taylor expansion in s Taylor expansion in s Taylor expansion in s Taylor expansion in 
small  small  small  small  k/k/k/k/νννν [discreteness scale (k) << scale of universe (given by [discreteness scale (k) << scale of universe (given by [discreteness scale (k) << scale of universe (given by [discreteness scale (k) << scale of universe (given by νννν)])])])]

large scale continuum limit of Hamiltonian constraint:large scale continuum limit of Hamiltonian constraint:large scale continuum limit of Hamiltonian constraint:large scale continuum limit of Hamiltonian constraint:

continuumcontinuumcontinuumcontinuum limit of limit of limit of limit of 
WDW WDW WDW WDW eqeqeqeq. . . . A = � 1/2

ψ� 	 ψ(�)



repeat the same  analysis for all other factor orderingsrepeat the same  analysis for all other factor orderingsrepeat the same  analysis for all other factor orderingsrepeat the same  analysis for all other factor orderings

for                              all of them give the same contifor                              all of them give the same contifor                              all of them give the same contifor                              all of them give the same continuum limit nuum limit nuum limit nuum limit A = � 1/2

Using                          and                     , the facUsing                          and                     , the facUsing                          and                     , the facUsing                          and                     , the factor ordering of tor ordering of tor ordering of tor ordering of 
WDW WDW WDW WDW eqeqeqeq. predicted by the large scale limit of LQC is:. predicted by the large scale limit of LQC is:. predicted by the large scale limit of LQC is:. predicted by the large scale limit of LQC is:

� � p = a2 � � �3/2



� phenomenological & consistency requirements indicate phenomenological & consistency requirements indicate phenomenological & consistency requirements indicate phenomenological & consistency requirements indicate 

LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW LQC predicts unique factor ordering of WDW eqeqeqeqeqeqeqeq. in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit . in its continuum limit 

� require that factor ordering ambiguities in LQC disappear at lerequire that factor ordering ambiguities in LQC disappear at lerequire that factor ordering ambiguities in LQC disappear at lerequire that factor ordering ambiguities in LQC disappear at level of WDW vel of WDW vel of WDW vel of WDW eqeqeqeq....

Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be Lattice refinement model should be 

A = � 1/2

A = � 1/2
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numerical techniques in solving the quantum constraint equation numerical techniques in solving the quantum constraint equation numerical techniques in solving the quantum constraint equation numerical techniques in solving the quantum constraint equation 
of generic latticeof generic latticeof generic latticeof generic lattice----refinement modelsrefinement modelsrefinement modelsrefinement models

there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2----dim wavedim wavedim wavedim wave----functions functions functions functions 

the information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wave----function at a   function at a   function at a   function at a   
given lattice point is not provided by previous iterationsgiven lattice point is not provided by previous iterationsgiven lattice point is not provided by previous iterationsgiven lattice point is not provided by previous iterations

� local interpolation scheme to approximate the necessary data polocal interpolation scheme to approximate the necessary data polocal interpolation scheme to approximate the necessary data polocal interpolation scheme to approximate the necessary data pointsintsintsints

� Taylor expansion to perform interpolation with wellTaylor expansion to perform interpolation with wellTaylor expansion to perform interpolation with wellTaylor expansion to perform interpolation with well----defined and defined and defined and defined and 
predictable accuracypredictable accuracypredictable accuracypredictable accuracy

sabharwalsabharwalsabharwalsabharwal & & & & khannakhannakhannakhanna 2007200720072007
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considerconsiderconsiderconsider

some constantsome constantsome constantsome constant

change of variables:change of variables:change of variables:change of variables:

a constant, equal to the magnitude  of the shift a constant, equal to the magnitude  of the shift a constant, equal to the magnitude  of the shift a constant, equal to the magnitude  of the shift 
operator  associated with the new coordinatesoperator  associated with the new coordinatesoperator  associated with the new coordinatesoperator  associated with the new coordinates

�� = �0�A

1111----dim system: a refined lattice can be mapped onto a fixed latticedim system: a refined lattice can be mapped onto a fixed latticedim system: a refined lattice can be mapped onto a fixed latticedim system: a refined lattice can be mapped onto a fixed lattice by a  by a  by a  by a  
change of basischange of basischange of basischange of basis



full Hamiltonian constraint on a constant lattice:full Hamiltonian constraint on a constant lattice:full Hamiltonian constraint on a constant lattice:full Hamiltonian constraint on a constant lattice:

wherewherewherewhere

of the same form as Hamiltonian constraint on a varying lattice:of the same form as Hamiltonian constraint on a varying lattice:of the same form as Hamiltonian constraint on a varying lattice:of the same form as Hamiltonian constraint on a varying lattice:

 �
k

�0(1�A)

|Ψ〉 =
∑
�
ψ�|�〉



2222----dim Hamiltonian constraint is a difference dim Hamiltonian constraint is a difference dim Hamiltonian constraint is a difference dim Hamiltonian constraint is a difference eqeqeqeq. on a varying lattice. on a varying lattice. on a varying lattice. on a varying lattice

anisotropic geometry of black hole interioranisotropic geometry of black hole interioranisotropic geometry of black hole interioranisotropic geometry of black hole interior::::

bojowaldbojowaldbojowaldbojowald, , , , cartincartincartincartin & & & & khannakhannakhannakhanna 2007200720072007

��(�, �)

��(�, �)

matter Hamiltonian acts matter Hamiltonian acts matter Hamiltonian acts matter Hamiltonian acts 
diagonally on basis diagonally on basis diagonally on basis diagonally on basis 
states of states of states of states of wavefunctionwavefunctionwavefunctionwavefunction



for a fixed lattice the 2for a fixed lattice the 2for a fixed lattice the 2for a fixed lattice the 2----dim wavedim wavedim wavedim wave----function function function function 
can be calculated given suitable initial can be calculated given suitable initial can be calculated given suitable initial can be calculated given suitable initial 
conditions (solid circles)conditions (solid circles)conditions (solid circles)conditions (solid circles)

for a refining lattice, the data needed to for a refining lattice, the data needed to for a refining lattice, the data needed to for a refining lattice, the data needed to 
calculate the value of the wavecalculate the value of the wavecalculate the value of the wavecalculate the value of the wave----function function function function 
at a particular lattice site (open square) at a particular lattice site (open square) at a particular lattice site (open square) at a particular lattice site (open square) 
are not given by previous iterations are not given by previous iterations are not given by previous iterations are not given by previous iterations 
(solid squares) (solid squares) (solid squares) (solid squares) 

��, �� decreasing functions ofdecreasing functions ofdecreasing functions ofdecreasing functions of �, �
not constantnot constantnot constantnot constant

�� � ��(�i+1, �i)

�� � ��(�i+1, �i)



given a function evaluated at three coordinates, the Taylor given a function evaluated at three coordinates, the Taylor given a function evaluated at three coordinates, the Taylor given a function evaluated at three coordinates, the Taylor 
approximation to the  value at a fourth position is: approximation to the  value at a fourth position is: approximation to the  value at a fourth position is: approximation to the  value at a fourth position is: 

�xij � xi� xj

�yij � yi� yj

to approximate the differentials, use pointsto approximate the differentials, use pointsto approximate the differentials, use pointsto approximate the differentials, use points

Taylor expansions to calculate the necessary data pointsTaylor expansions to calculate the necessary data pointsTaylor expansions to calculate the necessary data pointsTaylor expansions to calculate the necessary data points::::

(x1, y1) , (x3, y3)



higherhigherhigherhigher----order terms in Taylor expansion can be used to improve the order terms in Taylor expansion can be used to improve the order terms in Taylor expansion can be used to improve the order terms in Taylor expansion can be used to improve the 
accuracy of the systemaccuracy of the systemaccuracy of the systemaccuracy of the system

for slowly varying wavefor slowly varying wavefor slowly varying wavefor slowly varying wave----functions, the linear approximation is functions, the linear approximation is functions, the linear approximation is functions, the linear approximation is 
extremely accurate (higherextremely accurate (higherextremely accurate (higherextremely accurate (higher----order corrections being                      )order corrections being                      )order corrections being                      )order corrections being                      )	 10�2%

the wavethe wavethe wavethe wave----function is calculated by iterating the function is calculated by iterating the function is calculated by iterating the function is calculated by iterating the 
difference difference difference difference eqeqeqeq. using 1. using 1. using 1. using 1stststst order Taylor expansionorder Taylor expansionorder Taylor expansionorder Taylor expansion

2222ndndndnd order correctionorder correctionorder correctionorder correction

��(�, �) = ��1/2 ��(�, �) = ��1/2



stability of the stability of the stability of the stability of the SchwarszchildSchwarszchildSchwarszchildSchwarszchild interiorinteriorinteriorinterior

a von Neumann stability analysis of  the difference equationa von Neumann stability analysis of  the difference equationa von Neumann stability analysis of  the difference equationa von Neumann stability analysis of  the difference equation

for for for for ��(�, �) = �0��1 ��(�, �) = �0��1

have shown that the system is unstable for have shown that the system is unstable for have shown that the system is unstable for have shown that the system is unstable for � > 2�
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a perturbation of                      was put in an otherwise ea perturbation of                      was put in an otherwise ea perturbation of                      was put in an otherwise ea perturbation of                      was put in an otherwise empty initial     mpty initial     mpty initial     mpty initial     ----row at                     row at                     row at                     row at                     
for the lattice refinement model for the lattice refinement model for the lattice refinement model for the lattice refinement model 

analytically, the region of stability is given for              analytically, the region of stability is given for              analytically, the region of stability is given for              analytically, the region of stability is given for              , i.e., the amplitude of , i.e., the amplitude of , i.e., the amplitude of , i.e., the amplitude of 
the perturbation grows exponentially for                 and oscthe perturbation grows exponentially for                 and oscthe perturbation grows exponentially for                 and oscthe perturbation grows exponentially for                 and oscillates for                   . illates for                   . illates for                   . illates for                   . 
here we confirm this numericallyhere we confirm this numericallyhere we confirm this numericallyhere we confirm this numerically

Ψ = 10�6 �
� = 230 ��(�, �) = �0��1 ��(�, �) = �0��1

� > �/2

� < 115 � > 115

you set initial perturbationyou set initial perturbationyou set initial perturbationyou set initial perturbation
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investigate how lattice refinement can change the stability propinvestigate how lattice refinement can change the stability propinvestigate how lattice refinement can change the stability propinvestigate how lattice refinement can change the stability properties of the system erties of the system erties of the system erties of the system 

�� = ��A �� = ��Aforforforfor

the stability condition ranges between                      for the stability condition ranges between                      for the stability condition ranges between                      for the stability condition ranges between                      for (constant lattice) (constant lattice) (constant lattice) (constant lattice) � < 4� A = 0

� < 1.58�and                                      for the case ofand                                      for the case ofand                                      for the case ofand                                      for the case of A = 2.0

along the line in which the along the line in which the along the line in which the along the line in which the 
system is just becoming unstable    system is just becoming unstable    system is just becoming unstable    system is just becoming unstable    
as a function of  parameter Aas a function of  parameter Aas a function of  parameter Aas a function of  parameter A

�/�



for                                                           for                                                           for                                                           for                                                           

assuming the solutions do not change significantly on the scale assuming the solutions do not change significantly on the scale assuming the solutions do not change significantly on the scale assuming the solutions do not change significantly on the scale of the of the of the of the 
stepstepstepstep----sizes, the difference equation was found to be unconditionally ssizes, the difference equation was found to be unconditionally ssizes, the difference equation was found to be unconditionally ssizes, the difference equation was found to be unconditionally stabletabletabletable

��(�, �) = �0 �
√

��1 ��(�, �) = �0��1/2
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numerically  this is indeed true, however as soon as the wavenumerically  this is indeed true, however as soon as the wavenumerically  this is indeed true, however as soon as the wavenumerically  this is indeed true, however as soon as the wave----functions fail to functions fail to functions fail to functions fail to 
be prebe prebe prebe pre----classical,  they become unstableclassical,  they become unstableclassical,  they become unstableclassical,  they become unstable

a variation of about 0.1% a variation of about 0.1% a variation of about 0.1% a variation of about 0.1% 
between the wavebetween the wavebetween the wavebetween the wave----function in function in function in function in 
successive        lattice pointssuccessive        lattice pointssuccessive        lattice pointssuccessive        lattice points

the variation grows and when the variation grows and when the variation grows and when the variation grows and when 
it reaches a few percent, the it reaches a few percent, the it reaches a few percent, the it reaches a few percent, the 
system becomes unstablesystem becomes unstablesystem becomes unstablesystem becomes unstable

�



conclusionsconclusionsconclusionsconclusions

LQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators withLQC:  quantised holonomies were taken to be shift operators with a fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitudea fixed magnitude

the quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation withe quantised Hamiltonian constraint is a difference equation with constant th constant th constant th constant th constant th constant th constant th constant 
interval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the latticeinterval between points on the lattice

these models lead to serious instabilities in the continuum semithese models lead to serious instabilities in the continuum semithese models lead to serious instabilities in the continuum semithese models lead to serious instabilities in the continuum semi----classical limitclassical limitclassical limitclassical limit

LQG: contributions to discrete Hamiltonian operator depend on thLQG: contributions to discrete Hamiltonian operator depend on thLQG: contributions to discrete Hamiltonian operator depend on thLQG: contributions to discrete Hamiltonian operator depend on the state which e state which e state which e state which 
describes the  universedescribes the  universedescribes the  universedescribes the  universe

as the universe expands, the number of contributions increases, as the universe expands, the number of contributions increases, as the universe expands, the number of contributions increases, as the universe expands, the number of contributions increases, so the Hamiltonian so the Hamiltonian so the Hamiltonian so the Hamiltonian 
constraint operator is expected to create new vertices of a lattconstraint operator is expected to create new vertices of a lattconstraint operator is expected to create new vertices of a lattconstraint operator is expected to create new vertices of a lattice state, which in LQC ice state, which in LQC ice state, which in LQC ice state, which in LQC 
result in a refinement of the discrete latticeresult in a refinement of the discrete latticeresult in a refinement of the discrete latticeresult in a refinement of the discrete lattice



lattice refinement effect can be modelled and this approach elimlattice refinement effect can be modelled and this approach elimlattice refinement effect can be modelled and this approach elimlattice refinement effect can be modelled and this approach eliminates problematic inates problematic inates problematic inates problematic 
instabilities in continuum erainstabilities in continuum erainstabilities in continuum erainstabilities in continuum era

� lattice refinement seems to be necessary to achieve a natural ilattice refinement seems to be necessary to achieve a natural ilattice refinement seems to be necessary to achieve a natural ilattice refinement seems to be necessary to achieve a natural inflationary modelnflationary modelnflationary modelnflationary model

� only a limited range of matter components can be supported withonly a limited range of matter components can be supported withonly a limited range of matter components can be supported withonly a limited range of matter components can be supported within a particular choicein a particular choicein a particular choicein a particular choice

� factor ordering ambiguities in the continuum limit of the gravifactor ordering ambiguities in the continuum limit of the gravifactor ordering ambiguities in the continuum limit of the gravifactor ordering ambiguities in the continuum limit of the gravitational Part of tational Part of tational Part of tational Part of 
Hamiltonian constraint disappear for a particular choice of lattHamiltonian constraint disappear for a particular choice of lattHamiltonian constraint disappear for a particular choice of lattHamiltonian constraint disappear for a particular choice of lattice refinementice refinementice refinementice refinement

there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2there is a complication in directly evolving 2----dim wavedim wavedim wavedim wave----functions, such as those functions, such as those functions, such as those functions, such as those 
necessary to  study Bianchi models or black hole interiorsnecessary to  study Bianchi models or black hole interiorsnecessary to  study Bianchi models or black hole interiorsnecessary to  study Bianchi models or black hole interiors

the information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wavethe information needed to calculate the wave----function at a given lattice point is function at a given lattice point is function at a given lattice point is function at a given lattice point is 
not provided by previous iterationsnot provided by previous iterationsnot provided by previous iterationsnot provided by previous iterations

Taylor expansions can be used to perform this interpolation withTaylor expansions can be used to perform this interpolation withTaylor expansions can be used to perform this interpolation withTaylor expansions can be used to perform this interpolation with a wella wella wella well----defined defined defined defined 
and predictable accuracyand predictable accuracyand predictable accuracyand predictable accuracy

lattice refinement can change stability conditions of the systemlattice refinement can change stability conditions of the systemlattice refinement can change stability conditions of the systemlattice refinement can change stability conditions of the system


